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Paco Jaanson on RING 65
Paco Jaanson's RING 65.

and little basins is the latest
addition to famous Italian
designer Maurizio Duranti's
large portfolio of cuttingedge, world renowned
designs.
Born in Florence in 1949,
Maurizio graduated as an
architect almost 30 years
later - this architectural background has long been inherent
in Maurizio's designs, later concentrating his efforts on
creating stunning bathware products.
Maurizio is known mostly for his affinity with angular
designs but has moved away from this trend with RING 65.
and little basins, creating a collection with softer curves that
fit in well with the more understated of bathrooms - yet still
remaining ultra modern.
There are two different styles within this new collection.
RING 65. comes with a tap landing and little comes without offering the choice of incorporating a different style of bench
or wall mounted basin mixer to accompany the little basin.
www.pacolaanson.com.au
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Samsung's new washer

With a 4.5 star WELS rating the
new Samsung WD8122CVW is
one of the most water efficient
washer/dryers available in the
market. The high rating means
consumers who purchase the
model in NSW and WA are
eligible to receive a rebate
following the recent WELS
benchmark changes.
Another key environmental
feature is the AirWash system.
This technology eliminates the
need for water and harsh chemicals by using a unique five stage
process that penetrates heated fresh air deep into fabrics to
remove odours and bacteria.
The Silver Nano Health System adds silver ions to your wash,
killing 99.9% of bacteria present in minutes. The silver remains
in your clothes, inhibiting bacteria growth for around 30 days.
The conveniently combined 6kg drying machine also
provides an effective in-built condenser dryer which drains
away the condensed hot air rather than creating unpleasant
condensation on the walls of your laundry.

www.samsung.com.au
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